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Introduction
          
Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) are a group of  developmental 
disabilities characterized by impairments in social interaction and 
communication and by restricted, repetitive, and stereotyped pat-
terns of  behavior. Symptoms typically are apparent before age 3 
years. A person with Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) may have 
a narrow range of  interests that involve restricted behaviors and 
the tendency to perseverate on a single topic or activity. Patterns 
of  repetitive and restrictive behaviors, described as stereotypes, 
often develop that serve multiple functions for a child (Heflin & 
Alaimo, 2007). Self  injurious behaviors (SIB) are common in chil-
dren with ASD according to research by Baghdadli, Pascal, Grisi, 
and Aussilloux (2003). Their findings show that 50% of  children 
in the study experienced Self  Injurious Behavior, with 14.6% at 
severe levels. These behaviors can have far-reaching consequenc-
es and may restrict children from reaching their full potential. 

There has been increased concern in developing successful in-
terventions for problem behaviors in Autism spectrum disorders 
(ASDs) due to a rise in diagnoses of  this disorder (Doughty & 
Doughty, 2008).

Self  injury is defined as repeated, self-inflicted, non accidental in-
jury, producing bruising, bleeding or other temporary or perma-
nent tissue damage. Self-injurious behavior (SIB) is defined as an 
act directed towards oneself  that results in tissue damage (Tate & 
Baroff  1966). Self-injurious behaviors can also be defined as "ac-
tions that cause or have the potential to cause redness, bruising, or 
other injury to the body". A common SIB is skin picking, defined 
as "the scratching or picking of  healthy skin…often producing 
tissue damage, infection, and potential scarring" (Ladd, Luiselli, 
& Baker, 2009, p. 55). Self  Injurious Behviour especially if  con-
tinues over a longer period of  time has proven to be extremely 
persistent and difficult to treat (Altmeyer et al.,) Self  Injurious 
Behavior are often placed on a continuum with repetitive stereo-
types, and have been suggested to only differ at the moment of  
injury (Jones, 1987). In fact, recent reviews of  repetitive behav-
iors in autism place Self  Injurious Behavior within its broad class 
(Turner, 1999). Self-injurious behaviors can range from severe, 
life-threatening injuries to less directly damaging cases. Repetitive 
behaviors may cause significant impairments to children with Au-
tism spectrum disorders (ASDs) that can consume their waking 
hours and interfere profoundly with daily life. Some behaviors 
are considered socially inappropriate and may even become stig-
matizing to a child. Self  Injurious Behavior in particular can have 
short and long term damaging effects on a child and impact the 
entire family. The most serious effects are tissue damage, disfig-
urement, health risks due to infection, and stigmatizing conse-
quences (Humenik, Curran, Luiselli, & Child, 2008).

In 2003 a study was conducted in order to identify the risk factors 
for Self  Injurious Behavior among children with Autism spec-
trum disorder. The results showed a correlation between Self  
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Injurious Behavior and lower chronological age, higher degree 
of  Autism spectrum disorder, and lower daily living skills. These 
variables may be helpful in predicting the occurrence of  Self  In-
jurious Behavior. This may also reinforce the idea that maladap-
tive behaviors raise the risk of  Self  Injurious Behavior in children 
with Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) (Baghadadli et al., 2003).

There are surprisingly few empirical studies on emergence, early 
intervention or prevention of  Self  Injurious Behavior, and many 
of  those studies are discussion articles or descriptive studies of  
common topographies, incidence or prevalence of  Self  Injuri-
ous Behavior. The remainder of  this manuscript will focus on the 
emergence, early intervention and prevention of  Self  Injurious 
Behavior by covering three broad areas pertinent to Self  Injurious 
Behavior: Causes, Functions and early intervention and preven-
tion strategies.

Self  Injurious Behavior – Causes

Several reasons are attributed for a person who indulges in self-
injurious behavior as it ranges from biochemical to social environ-
ment. The current paper will throw light on not just the causes of  
self  injury but will equally dwell on describing the interventions:-

Biochemical

Researchers are of  the belief  that self-injurious behavior can be 
attributed to the levels of  certain neurotransmitters. Scientifically 
speaking, beta-endorphins are nothing but endogenous opiate-
like substances in brain and due to the effect of  self  injury, there 
can be increase in production along with release of  endorphins. 
Hence, the sudden effect can make an individual anesthetic or 
worse of  all; he/she ceases to feel pain while resorting to the 
behavior. There can also be another feeling which an individual 
can experience and that is the feeling of  euphoria as it is primarily 
attributed with the release of  hormones.

Seizures

The frontal as well as temporal lobes also become a prime seizure 
activity due to self-injurious behavior. One can usually associate 
the following activities such as biting of  hand, banging of  head, 
hitting chain, either slapping of  ear and/or head and in few ex-
ceptional cases there can also be contact of  knee to face. Owing 
to the fact that this is an involuntary behavior, the concerned in-
dividual needs to have self-restraint. For example, his/her arms 
should be tied for some time when he/she will have SIB etc.

Arousal

The arousal level of  a person also has its association with self-
injurious behavior. It has been proved in the research that the 
arousal level of  a person might be increased or decreased due to 
self-injury.

As per the under-arousal theory, few of  the individuals who have 
low level of  arousal indulge in self-injury in order increase the 
arousal level. This is the typical case where self-injury is attributed 
as an enhanced form of  self-stimulation.

However, the over-arousal theory works totally opposite where it 
says that few individual works at an extremely enhanced or high 
level of  arousal but resort to self  arousal only to experience re-
duction in the arousal level. Hence, this is the practice which is 

adopted for the release of  anxiety and tensions.

The reason attributed for high arousal level is psychological dys-
function and it may be enhanced due to stimulating environment. 
Hence as the arousal is reduced, the client may be tempted to 
work on inflicting injury to him/her especially at the time of  en-
countering arousal-producing stimuli. 

Sensory

Scratching as well as rubbing also comes in the purview of  self-
stimulation. Hence, in order to attain the highest degree of  stimu-
lation, a person damages the skin in the process as well.

Frustration

Frustration also results in creating death knell for a child by in-
flicting self  injury. Even the modal which was made by Dollar 
and Company in the year 1939 is a testimony to the same. Person 
who lacks good communication skills often becomes the subject 
of  frustration since he/she can’t grasp the things which are being 
said to him/her.

Communication

The problems which are associated with communication often 
become the subject of  self-injurious behavior. Since, a person 
who can’t express in a proper manner automatically gets into frus-
tration and is thus prone to self-injury.

Social Attention

It has been proved from various researches that positive attention 
has the tendency to greatly increase the frequency of  positive re-
enforcement while if  the behavior is ignored then it only leads to 
decrease in frequency which in other way implies extinction.

Obtain Tangibles

Individual in their unsuccessful attempt of  obtaining an object 
might also engage in self  injurious behavior. In the event when 
the child receives the object, then it is termed as positive behavior 
through tangibility.

Avoidance/Escape

In order to avoid social interaction, individuals might resort to 
self  injury. For example, in the event when the client is being told 
by the caretaker to do certain activities and if  he/she refuses to 
comply, then in order to avoid the same he/she indulges in self-
injury. As a result, the whole action is then directed towards the 
action of  client.

Self  Injurious Behavior– Functions

Self  injurers get immense pleasure as well as relief  from emo-
tional trauma which is hovering around them.

i. It equally gives a soothing effect in countering as well as man-
aging intolerable feelings. 

ii. It also ensures increasingly high level of  security thanks to 
external soothing. It in a way is termed to be having a regulat-
ing effect as well. 

iii. It gives way to creating a pain of  its own, by mastering over 
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the pain later on. Hence, it avoids being victim of  the same. 
iv. It equally gives them a great level of  courage and zeal to mas-

ter the earlier feelings which are yet to be resolved. 
v. The gestures as well as behavior gives arms and ammuni-

tion as a form of  defense to the injurer from the usual and 
most obvious emotion of  being abandoned altogether. The 
injurer gets to know his own state of  mind as well as present 
condition by viewing blood and scars which was the result of  
physical sensation. The wounds in the body act as a source 
of  connection to the individual with his/her both inner as 
well as outer world. The whole sequence of  events in terms 
of  control as well as mastery stands as a witness to optimism 
and hope. 

Early Intervention & Prevention for CwASDs
Frequency of  self-injury

In order to start the whole process of  intervention, one needs to 
be familiar and knowledgeable about the current frequency with 
which the behavior occurs in order to gauge the effectiveness of  
the intervention. The concerned person, who is looking after the 
child, should observe self-injury. This practice equally helps in mi-
nutely detecting even days as well as times when self  injury has 
been quite frequent and common. Upon starting the intervention, 
records as well as reviews need to be placed in order to gauge the 
working status of  intervention.

Child’s safety holds paramount importance 

In the process of  reducing self-injury’s frequency, a child’s safety 
can’t be compromised. Therefore, one needs to minutely observe 
how the behavior responds.

For an effective intervention to take place, at the time of  self-
injury, one needs to take care about the whole action that is not 
reinforcing. Like in the event when the child is banging his/her 
head and can potentially damage his head or face, then handle the 
whole situation without making eye contacts and it is termed to 
be a reinforcing act.

Problems associated while reducing the reinforce-
ment

Others can’t reinforce self  injury and it although being a great 
way to reduce self-injury but it is accompanied with problems. 
In order to ensure its effectiveness, self  injury needs to be con-
ducted upon its demonstration. Everyone should be familiar with 
the ways which trigger self-injury on a child and the steps to avoid 
its reinforcement. Or else when the person fails to take note of  
the reactions it did in the past, then it will potentially provoke the 
response (which is given the name of  extinction burst). Here, re-
inforcement will pave the way for accolades and rewards of  even 
deadlier and severe form. Hence, there is a dire need to limit the 
number of  reinforcement without compromising on the safety of  
child. You should also use the following other methods in order 
to combine the reduction of  rewards

Using comparably more adaptive behavior for re-
placing self-injury

Using a bit more adaptive behavior in place of  self  injury is in-
deed an intervention of  sorts as it also primarily functions with 
reinforcing adaptive behavior and it holds traits like that of  self-

injury. Needless to say, that this is done for the child’s safety. In 
order for the whole process to be 100% effective, steps should be 
taken to identity the consequences and antecedents of  self-injury 
by taking care of  an equivalent behavior.  Since, this type of  be-
havior comprises the similar functions like that of  self-injury.

Functional communication Training

This training is highly beneficial amongst children who are suf-
fering with various intellectual disabilities. Here, as a child being 
alone, is taught to communicate for the purpose of  attention. 
Here, one needs to understand that the behavior comparably 
gains greater degree of  significance than self-injury for attaining a 
quick as well as fast response.

Time when reinforcement is to be given

Reinforcing behavior is indeed quite an effective and great way 
to reduce self-injury. There are various principles which can in-
deed be applied in a successful manner. Like Differential Rein-
forcement of  other behavior (DRO) assists in providing posi-
tive reinforcement at the time especially when there is no display 
of  positive reinforcement for a greater time period. Differentia 
Reinforcement of  Incompatible behaviors (DRI) works towards 
eliminating self-injury. Since, it reinforces other behaviors which 
don’t show any compatibility with self  injury. Non Contingent 
Reinforcement (NCR) is another technique which provides rein-
forcement irrespective of  how self-injury is presented.

Making the tasks functional and compatible

In the event when the task is meant to be reinforcing self-injury, 
then during such times, it is best to reduce the aversiveness of  task 
as it stands out to be an important thing to reduce self-injury. In 
order to make the process effective, keep a note of  frequency of  
self  injury after every task and compare their nature at the end. 
The task seems to be more aversive if  there is a higher frequency 
of  self-injury. In the event when it is difficult to gauge, then sys-
tematically modify it by changing the elements. Since, when the 
task is less aversive then self-injury decreases. It is also important 
to simplify the task and it happens when you break it down thus 
enabling the child to stick with one act at a time. 

Protective devices

In the event when the self  injury is quite severe, then one should 
not hesitate in wearing the protective devices. It protects the parts 
from permanent injury especially at the time when self-injury is 
quite severe. However in the process, restraints should be used 
in the following manner: 1]. Professional physiotherapist needs 
to provide 2]. Reviews is done constantly in order to gauge the 
chance for its removal 3]. Clinical Psychologist devises the part of  
programme 4]. The overall over time is reduced due to planned 
programme. It can be understood in the form of  an illustration 
where as a child wears an arm splint is restricted to hit his/her 
head. 

Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA)

Applied behavior analysis (ABA) is the process of  applying inter-
ventions that are based on the principles of  learning. ABA meth-
ods are used to increase and maintain desirable adaptive behav-
iors, reduce interfering maladaptive behaviors, develop new skills 
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and generalize behaviors to new environments or situations.

Positive Behavioral Support (PBS) is an approach that tries to 
increase positive behaviors, decrease problem behaviour and im-
prove the child’s or adult’s lifestyle. The PBS method focuses on 
the interactions between people with autism, their environment, 
their behaviour and learning processes to develop the best life-
style for them.

Educational Intervention

Education has been defined as the fostering of  acquisition of  
skills and knowledge to assist a child to develop independence 
and personal responsibility. It encompasses not only academic 
learning but also socialization, adaptive skills, communication, 
amelioration of  interfering behaviors and generalization of  abili-
ties across multiple environments.

Individualized Education Programmes (IEPs) properly designed 
and systematically practiced are an effective way to deal and pre-
vent problem behaviors such as self  injurious behaviors etc. and 
help to learn appropriate adaptive skills. 

Social Skills Training

Social skills are necessary to be a competent adult in any soci-
ety. Joint attention training may be especially beneficial in young, 
preverbal children with ASDs, because joint attention behaviors 
precede and predict social language development. 

Social skills training focuses on child’s responding to the social 
overtures of  other children and adults, initiating social behavior, 
and minimizing stereotyped behaviors while using a flexible and 
varied repertoire of  responses and self-managing new and estab-
lished skills. 

A social skills curriculum should target social skills groups, so-
cial stories, visual cueing, social games, video modeling, scripts, 
peer-mediated techniques. Play and leisure curriculum supported 
primarily by descriptive and anecdotal literature are some of  the 
methods through which the social skills of  children with autism 
can be improved. Social Skills training is always helpful in reduc-
ing problem behaviors.

Conclusion

There are various research studies which show many options of  
early interventions for children with Autism spectrum disorders 
(ASDs) who experience Self  Injurious Behavior. But firstly we 
have to conduct the functional behavior assessment of  children 
with Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) in order to form a hy-
pothesis of  the function of  the behaviors. A behavior analysis 

will disclose the relationship between the Self  Injurious Behavior 
and the antecedents and consequences of  the behavior. Then an 
intervention plan can be developed that is specific for the indi-
vidual. Various researches on early interventions for Self  Injuri-
ous Behavior include some reinforcement strategies, along with 
other methods to reduce the behaviors. But the reality is that there 
is no single intervention to prevent or decrease Self  Injurious Be-
havior in children with Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) due to 
the individualized characteristics of  the child and the behavior. 
Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) presents in a broad spectrum 
of  features and Self  Injurious Behavior can present itself  in many 
different aspects. The key is to base the intervention on the results 
of  the functional behavior assessments, when the functions of  
the behaviors are known.

There is need for future research to identify possible early inter-
ventions for children who exhibit Self  Injurious Behavior. Early 
intervention could make a big difference in the ability of  these 
children and lessen the effect that these behaviors can have on 
their life.
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